Preconfigured Solutions
Siemon Interconnect Solutions’ (SIS) high performance cable bundles are ideal for hyper-scale rack and stack data center rollouts where maximizing efficiencies are critical. These cable bundles are custom configured, assembled and 100% tested in our ISO-9001:2015 manufacturing facilities ensuring reliable, high quality, high performance cable assemblies needed for critical networking. Ensure a custom tailored solution by working with our data center design team to specify the cable configuration which meets the project specific application requirements. Each leg of the cable bundle has a staggered length that minimizes excess cable slack, improve cable management, increase airflow and provide a clean customized appearance. With a large selection of connectors and cable types available, Siemon Interconnect Solutions has the ability to supply custom configured cable bundles to support the flexible and scalable needs of today’s data centers.

The Siemon Difference
Using our large product mix of high performance cabling solutions, SIS can help improve efficiency and deployment speed of data center systems. Our customizable Intra-cabinet bundled solutions feature the highest quality cables and best in class routing. These bundles include highly visible labeling for increased installation efficiency and easy serviceability in the field.

Features and Benefits
• Plug and Play ready, saving time and labor during deployment
• Superior cable performance and confidence with 100% testing on each bundle
• Improved cable management for best airflow
• Customized to customer specific system needs
• Short lead-times, reliable, serviceable and scalable

Applications
Ethernet 1G, 10G, 25G, 40G and 100G
Infiniband SDR, DDR, ODR, and EDR
ToR / MoR Switch
Switch to Switch
Switch to Server
Switch to Storage

Connectors
SFP+/SFP28
QSFP+/QSFP28
MTP
LC Duplex
RJ45

Cable Types
Direct Attach Twinax
Direct Attach Fiber
SM and MM Fiber
UTP Copper Cable
Shielded Copper Cable